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CHAPTER 19

WARFARE (X) OFFICERS

SECTION I - PRINCIPAL WARFARE OFFICERS (SURFACE SHIP)

1901. Responsibility

1. Ships of destroyer/frigate size and above will be complemented with suitably qualified
and experienced officers as watchkeeping Principal Warfare Officers.

2. The Principal Warfare Officer (PWO) derives his/her authority from delegation of the
Commanding Officer’s personal responsibility for the operational conduct of his/her ship and
units under his/her command. The limits of his/her authority are to be qualified within the
Commanding Officer’s delegation of authority matrix.

3. Within the limits in Clause 2, the PWO is responsible to the Commanding Officer for
the correct reaction to the operational situation by own and subordinate units.

4. The PWO is responsible for:

a. The safety of aircraft assigned to own ship for any form of control and their safe
deconfliction from other airspace users. (See 2602.3a and 2603.) In ships with Air
Warfare Officers (AWO), responsibility for the safety of all fixed wing aircraft and rotary
wing AEW aircraft under his/her direction should be passed to the AWO when closed
up. Safety of rotary wing ASW ASuW and utility helicopters under own Ship’s control
remains with the PWO.

b. The overall supervision of the Ship’s and or subordinate unit’s Emission Control
and Operational Security Policy.

c. The overall control of ship’s SHIPHAZ when in Ops Control.

5. The PWO is to supervise the Ship’s SHIPHAZ emission safety policy  during all
organic and non organic flying operations (See 2602.3e).

1902. Duties

1. The PWO is to perform the duties of the Officer in Charge (OiC) of the Operations
Room (See 0808).

2. The PWO is the Commanding Officer’s watchkeeping adviser on: tactics, the general
operational situation. and on airspace co-ordination unless relieved of this function by an AWO.
(See Para 1901 4 sub para a).

3. The PWO is to advise the Commanding Officer on the correct employment of
personnel, weapons, sensors and communications to meet any future and or current
operational requirements for own or subordinant units and to comply with the orders given by
a Superior Commander and or Commanding Officer.
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4. The PWO is to conduct appropriate planning to ensure that personnel, weapons
sensors, communications and CBRNDC measures are at the level of readiness to meet any
future and or current operational requirements for own or subordinante units and to comply
with orders given by a Superior Command and/or Commanding Officer.

5. The PWO is to direct the correct employment of personnel, sensors, weapons and
communications resources to meet future and/or current operational/tactical requirements for
own and subordinant units and to comply with the orders given by a Superior Commander and/
or Commanding Officer.

6. The PWO is to ensure that any failure of or defect in equipment that may impair the
efficient operational conduct of the Ship is reported without delay to any Superior Commander,
the Commanding Officer, the Officer of the Watch (OOW) and the specialist officers concerned.

7. The PWO is to ensure that the accuracy, currency and provenance of all information,
including reference information, presented within the Action Information Organisation, is fully
understood and used appropriately within any  decision making or estimate process.

8. The PWO is to provide advice to the Command on Joint Operational Information
Management policy and processes.

9. The PWO, in the absence of specialist personnel, is to provide the Command with
advice on those areas of warfare that may not fall within the individual’s skill sets. This may
include:

a. LLM OC
b. Operations Other Than War
c. Maritime Security operations
d. MCM OC
e. Intelligence and ISR
f. Geospatial Intelligence and Information OC
g. CBRN
h. ROE and legal aspects of maritime operations
i. Joint Information Warfare
j. Cyber Warfare

1903. Special Duties with Regard to Ship Safety

1. The OiC of the Operations Room is to ensure that the OOW is provided with any
available information, advice or intentions which may assist in avoiding collision, grounding or
other hazard (See 0808).

2. Whenever operational circumstances permit, the provision of information, advice or
intentions in the interests of ship safety is to take precedence over other considerations. (See
also Para 1901 sub para 4).
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3. The availability of navigation information on command systems, command support
systems and other decision aids gives the OiC of the Operations Room an increased ability to
appreciate the navigational situation.  These systems, however, are not intended for
navigational use and information contained within them may be less accurate or up-to-date
than that in accredited navigation systems. The OiC of the Operations Room shall, therefore,
take particular care not to make assumptions about the navigational situation based on his/her
own appreciation without consulting the OOW and/or Navigating Officer.

4. The relationship to be observed between the OiC of the Operations Room and the
OOW is set out in 3003.11 and 12.

1904. Operations, Administration and Training

1. Where practicable, it is to be the normal practice that a PWO remains responsible for
advising, planning and directing training in one sphere of warfare throughout their
appointment. A Commanding Officer should, however, provide the PWO with a opportunity to
plan and conduct of practices in other warfare disiplines on an opportunity basis to avoid single
point of failures and provide broadening   opportunities to the individual.

1905–1909. Unallocated
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SECTION II - PRINCIPAL WARFARE OFFICERS (SUBMARINE)

1910. Responsibility

1. Submarines will be complemented with suitably qualified and experienced officers as
watchkeeping Principal Warfare Officers (PWO).  All references to the ‘OOW’ within this
section will be assumed to refer to the PWO.  The PWO is the Commanding Officer’s
representative in the Control Room, in which capacity, their purpose and accountability is in
accordance with 3001.1 and 2.  In a dived submarine, the senior officer on watch having all
qualifications required by the Fleet Commander (BRd 9468 FLAGOs (Submarines)), and
authority delegated to them by their Commanding Officer, is designated the Officer of the
Watch.  Additionally the Fleet Commander is to lay down the minimum qualification and
specific tasks for OOD, Ship Control OOW and Watch Navigator (2nd OOW) in BRd 9468.

2. The PWO derives his/her authority from delegation of the Captain’s personal
responsibility for the operational conduct of his/her submarine. The limits of his/her authority
are to be qualified or modified as the Captain thinks fit.

3. Within the limits in Clause 2, he/she is responsible to the Captain for the correct
reaction to the operational situation in his/her own submarine. 

4. The PWO is accountable to the Commanding Officer for the safety and readiness of
the submarine as follows:

a. The safety of the submarine and her company in all aspects, except when relieved
of that responsibility (see 0803.1).

b. The safe, efficient and effective control of the submarine.

c. The direction of all sensors and their operators to optimise search, detection,
classification and tracking.

d. The direction of the command system to ensure the accurate, comprehensive and
timely processing, evaluation and display of target data.

1911. Duties

1. The Principal Warfare Officer is to perform the duties of the Officer in Charge of the
Control Room.  

2. The PWO is also the Captain’s watchkeeping adviser on tactics and the general
operational situation through the Executive Officer.  They are to be aware of the capabilities of
their equipment and that of a potential enemy. For this purpose they are to keep themselves
informed of the current tactics in naval warfare.

3. The PWO is to ensure that personnel, Weapon Readiness State (WRS) and Damage
Control (DC) state are at the level of readiness appropriate to the operational situation and in
accordance with the Captain’s instructions.

4. The PWO is to ensure the correct employment of sensors, weapons and
communications resources and the implementation of emission control plans.
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5. The PWO is to ensure that any failure of or defect in equipment which may impair the
efficient operational conduct of the ship or its weapons is reported without delay to the Captain
and the specialist officers concerned.

6. The PWO is to ensure that the accuracy, currency and provenance of all information,
including reference information, presented within Action Information Organisation, is fully
understood and utilized appropriately in making decisions.

1912. Responsibility to the Weapon Engineer Officer

1. The on watch PWO is responsible to the Weapon Engineer Officer (WEO) for:

a. Ensuring that routine performance check tests and such other tests that are
required to be undertaken by operators are carried out as necessary, in order to
establish and maintain an efficient material state.

b. Bringing any equipment defects to the WEO’s notice.

c. Monitoring material performance standards and requesting maintenance support
if there is reason to believe material performance standards are not met.

d. Ensuring that operating and training programmes are co-ordinated with the
requirements for routine maintenance and repair.

1913. Supervision of Subordinates

1. When an unqualified officer or rating is carrying out any of the duties listed in this
section the OOW is personally accountable for the detailed execution of the task. When a
qualified officer or rating is closed up the OOW remains accountable for the overall execution
of the task and so should exercise a degree of supervision commensurate with the experience
of the subordinate. The OOW should draw attention to potentially dangerous situations early
and should be stationed where their experience and expertise are most required.

2. Ship Control. The Ship Control OOW derive their authority from the OOW and is
subordinate to the OOW. They must hold all qualifications required by the Fleet Commander
(BRd 9468). They are accountable to the OOW for:

a. Control of routine ‘ship control’ functions such as maintaining the submarine’s
trim.

b. Running the ship’s routine.

c. Initiating the emergency action required to counter any ship control incident or
damage which may hazard the safety of the submarine.

3. Tactical Picture Supervisor (TPS).  The TPS is to be closed up to assist the OOW;
they derive their authority from the OOW and are subordinate to the OOW. They must hold all
qualifications required by the Fleet Commander (BRd 9468). They are accountable to the
OOW for the direction of the combat system to ensure the accurate, comprehensive and timely
processing, evaluation and display of target data.
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4. Watch Navigator.  In a dived submarine it is normal that the responsibility for the
execution of navigation be delegated by the Navigating Officer to the OOW.  In some
circumstances the OOW may be assisted in the execution of navigation by another officer, the
watch navigator (sometimes referred to as the 2nd OOW).  In this circumstance the watch
navigator is to be proficient in those navigation techniques required by the Fleet Commander
(BRd 9468). The OOW retains accountability for the navigational safety of the vessel at all
times, except when relieved of those responsibilities (see 0803) or when subject to specific
instructions for SSBN OOWs and must supervise the watch navigator accordingly. 

5. Periscope Watchkeeper.  Submarine qualified officers may undertake periscope
watchkeeping duties if they are warfare officers. Non-warfare officers and Senior Rates may
carry out this duty if they meet the medical requirements, including eyesight standards, and
hold the qualifications required by the Fleet Commander (BRd 9468). The officer having ‘the
look’ on the periscope is accountable to the OOW for initiating the emergency action required
in the event of a sighting affecting the safety of the submarine. They are also accountable for
making standard shipping reports to the OOW and Commanding Officer in accordance with
the Commanding Officer’s standing orders/night orders.

1914. Operations, Administration and Training

1. It is to be the normal practice for a PWO to remain responsible for administration and
training in one sphere of warfare throughout their appointment. Opportunities to obtain
experience in the planning and conduct of practices in the opposite spheres, however, should
be taken at Commanding Officers’ discretion, when opportunities permit.

1915–1920. Unallocated
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SECTION III - NAVIGATING OFFICERS/SUBMARINE NAVIGATING OFFICER

1921. Introduction

1. All officers appointed to warfare duties are liable to be called upon to perform
navigation duties (see 0809.1c) in HM ships and submarines.

2. There are currently three levels of navigational expertise relevant to the performance
of such duties:

a. Navigating Officers of small ships who will normally have successfully completed
the Preliminary Navigating Officer’s (PNO) course.

b. Navigating Officers of destroyers, frigates, submarines, survey vessels and
specified patrol craft who will normally have successfully completed the Fleet
Navigating Officer’s (FNO) course.

c. Specialist Navigating Officers (N, PWO(N) and SM(N) are employed as
appropriate on the staffs of senior officers or as Navigating Officers of larger vessels.

3. Where a specialist Navigating Officer is borne, his/her experience and expertise
enable a Commanding Officer to place considerable responsibility on him/her for governing the
movements of his/her ship and others under his/her command, and for ensuring proper
standards of professionalism are maintained by the OOW and the personnel on whom the
OOW must depend for the safe conduct of the ship. However, in most ships the Navigating
Officer will be a non-specialist and inexperienced, and the Commanding Officer must take
account of this when considering appropriate levels of delegation (See Para 1922 sub para 1).

4. Any officer employed as Navigating Officer may be expected to participate in watch-
keeping, divisional and general ship duties which may include the task of Operations Officer.
Whenever such duties are allocated, they should not be allowed to detract from the safe
conduct of navigation.

1922. Purpose and Accountability

1. The Commanding Officer is accountable for the safe conduct of the ship and her
company as directed in 0803.1. In delegating the duty for the conduct of navigation he/she
should take full account of the experience, qualifications, ability and availability of the officer
nominated for navigating duties and the degree of supervision which may therefore be
required. These factors must be addressed in writing standing orders or memoranda.

2. The Navigating Officer’s primary purpose is to conduct the navigation of the ship for
which he/she is directly accountable to the Commanding Officer. The extent to which the
execution of navigation may be delegated is described in Para 1925.
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3. If the officer borne for navigating duties is a Specialist Navigating Officer, the
Commanding Officer would normally delegate the conduct and execution of pilotage to him/
her, but a local pilot may be employed at the Captain’s discretion. Otherwise the duty remains
with the Commanding Officer who may depute any ship’s officer.  However, movements of
ships without power, either in tidal or non-tidal waters of a dockyard port, will be ordered by the
Queen’s Harbourmaster and will be carried out by tugs and an Admiralty pilot. QHM will remain
accountable for the safe movement of the ship throughout. Port movements without power
outside dockyard ports may take place but should be discussed with Navy Command
Headquarters before hand.

1923. Tasks of the Navigating Officer

1. To conduct the navigation (see 0809.1a) of the ship.

2. To plan the navigation (see 0809.1f) of the ship to meet its operational requirements
taking account of all dangers, including the pattern and density of shipping, in or near the
planned movements of the ship.

3. To execute the navigation (see 0809.1g) of the ship except when delegated to the
OOW (see Para 1925).

4. To advise (see 0809.tl) the Commanding Officer and OOW on the conduct and
execution of navigation, including problems associated with manoeuvring and ship handling.

5. To conduct the pilotage of the ship (but see Para 1922 sub para 3).

6. To monitor the conduct of any embarked pilot and if he/she has any doubts as to the
pilot’s ability or advice to inform the Commanding Officer accordingly.

7. To supervise the conduct of bridge personnel with the aims of:

a. Maintaining professional standards.

b. Training inexperienced or unqualified officers in navigation and watchkeeping
duties. In submarines this extends to supervision and training of officers and Petty
Officers in control room duties associated with navigation.

8. To ensure the proper maintenance of navigation records so that accurate
reconstruction of the ship’s planned and actual tracks is possible, as guided by QRRN and BR
45 (series), Manual of Navigation and to ensure that all navigational charts and publications,
whether paper or electronic, are correctly and promptly amended before use.

9. To train and supervise bridge staff and assist in the provision of training and
supervision for gangway staff, in the latter case in particular for the maintenance of the Ship’s
Log (RN Form S322).

10. To ensure all navigational equipment and aids are properly used, that related user
checks are carried out and that defects are promptly brought to the attention of the officer
responsible for equipment maintenance.

11. When no specialist HM Officer or Small Ship’s Flight are embarked, the Navigator shall
act as the Officer responsible for meteorology and weather forecasting.
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1924. Authority

1. In fulfilling the above tasks the Navigating Officer has functional authority over the
OOW, bridge control room and, except in submarines, wheelhouse personnel and gangway
staff.

2. Because the OOW is delegated charge of the ship by the Commanding Officer (see
0803.1 and 3001) he/she retains the authority to query, modify, delay or veto carrying out any
instruction from the Navigating Officer which he/she considers likely to endanger the ship. In
such circumstances the Commanding Officer must be consulted at once.

1925. Delegation of Navigating Tasks

1. The Navigating Officer is authorized to and will normally delegate the execution of the
navigation plan to the OOW as part of that officer’s accountability for the safety of the ship (see
3001). The Navigating Officer retains the functional authority given in Para 1924, and must
make clear the circumstances in which the OOW should call him/her to the bridge. Such
instructions must, in consultation with the Commanding Officer, take account of the relative
experience of the officers concerned and the availability of the Navigating Officer, who might
himself be watchkeeping.

2. However, there will be times when the Navigating Officer should himself/herself
execute the navigation. These may arise under any one or combination of the following
circumstances:

a. Approaching or operating in the vicinity of shoal waters.

b. Operating in restricted visibility.

c. Operating in a high density of shipping.

d. Making a land-fall.

e. Executing pilotage (but see Para 1922 sub para 3).

f. Navigating a group of ships in restricted waters.

g. Operating in a complex warfare situation.

h. When any change or modification to the navigation plan, particularly at short
notice, impinges on the OOW’s responsibility for the safety of the ship from collision.

3. No such list can be comprehensive. In every circumstance the decision must rest with
the professional judgement of the Commanding Officer and Navigating Officer. However, the
Navigating Officer must regularly assess the overall burden on the OOW in relation to the
latter’s experience, and should never hesitate to take over the execution of the navigation to
ensure the safe conduct of the ship. When executing the navigation, the Navigating Officer
must always take account of the shipping situation when forming his advice to the OOW.
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4. The execution of the navigation is to be turned over formally between the OOW and
the Navigating Officer, i.e. ‘You/I have the navigation.’ The Commanding Officer is to be kept
informed, and the handover is to be noted in the Navigational Record Book(S3034).

1926. Navigation Manuals

1. BR 45, The Admiralty Manual of Navigation, Vols 1–9 is to be regarded as the standard
works on navigation in Her Majesty’s Fleet. The instructions and advice contained therein are
to be studied and followed carefully.

1927–1940. Unallocated
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SECTION IV - THE MINE WARFARE AND CLEARANCE DIVING OFFICER

1941. Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer

1. The Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer is the qualified (MCD) officer, or the
senior qualified (MCD) officer if more than one is appointed.

2. In ships in which no (MCD) officer is borne as part complement, the Captain is to
nominate the most suitable officer or officers to perform the duties laid down in these
instructions.

3. Officers qualified in mine warfare only are to assume the above order of precedence,
and the following duties, for mine warfare matters only. The next most senior officer qualified
(MCD) is to assume responsibility for diving and explosive ordnance disposal.

1942. General Duties

1. The Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer is responsible to the Commanding
Officer for the following:

a. The proper employment of the ship’s mine countermeasures equipment
(including offboard systems when embarked) and  the efficiency and training in their
operational roles of the officers and personnel who operate them.

b. The operational efficiency (except where this is the responsibility of the Weapon
Engineer Officer) and correct use of the mine countermeasures equipment and
explosives.

c. Diving, as described in Chapter 27 and BR 2806, Diving Manual and demolitions
and explosive disposal as described in BR 5063, Clearance Diving Operations.

d. The operational efficiency and correct use of demolition and explosive ordnance
disposal equipments which have been issued to them.

e. The duties and responsibilities of the Temporary Ammunition Custodian for
explosives issued to them in accordance with Art 2803.

f. Explosive ordnance disposal, including advice and assistance to the Explosive
Responsible Officer.

2. Officers are to keep themselves informed of the latest developments in mine warfare,
diving and explosive ordnance disposal in all their aspects so that they may in their capacity
as Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer, be qualified, in conjunction with other officers
concerned, to give advice on:

a. The operation of all mine countermeasures forces.

b. The tactics of mine countermeasures in all operational conditions and against all
types of mine.
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c. The tactics of mine-laying, including the planning of minefields.

d. Defence, including self protective measures against mines by ships other than
mine countermeasures vessels.

e. All aspects of diving, demolitions explosive ordnance disposal techniques and
antisaboteur underwater techniques.

3. In conjunction with other officers concerned, they are responsible to the Executive
Officer for the establishment of the Watch and Station Bill.

1943. Material

1. The Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer is to act as adviser to the
Commanding Officer regarding the operational use of all explosives appertaining to their
department. They are to assume the duties and responsibilities of the Temporary Ammunition
Custodians for explosives issued to them in accordance with Art 2803 and JSP 862, MoD
Maritime Explosives Regulations. They are to ensure that any particular safety or other
regulations for these stores are brought to the attention of the proper officers (in the case of
radio hazards this may include adjacent ships).

2. They are responsible for the safe and timely conduct of all fitting or handling of
explosive stores which are required to be carried out by their department.

3. They are responsible to the Executive Officer in consultation with the Explosives
Responsible Officer that the organization for explosive safety in their department complies with
instructions in JSP 862, MoD Maritime Explosives Regulations.

4. They are responsible for ensuring that all mine warfare armament stores and spare
equipment issued to them are kept in an efficient condition and in the quantities laid down.

5. They are to have charge of all diving, clearance diving and non-explosive explosives
ordnance disposal equipment and is responsible for ensuring that these equipments are kept
in an efficient condition and in the quantities laid down.

6. They are to keep in close touch with the Weapon Engineer Officer so as always to
know the availability and efficiency of the weapon systems and equipment which are their
tactical concern. They are to ensure that the requisite assistance is available for the specified
routine performance check tests necessary to establish this material state, and that the
operating and training programmes are efficiently co-ordinated with the requirements of the
Weapon Engineer Officer for these tests and for routine maintenance and repair.

1944. Training

1. In addition to the training responsibilities laid down in Para 1941 sub para 1, the Mine
Warfare and Clearance Diving Officer is responsible to the Commanding Officer for the
following:

a. The organization and conduct of Mine Warfare and Diving exercises and
practices, together with their records and analysis; in conjunction with other officers
concerned, they are responsible for ensuring that they are conducted with due regard
to safety precautions.
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b. The training of junior officers in MCD matters.

c. The selection and preliminary training of candidates for mine warfare and diver
branch qualifying advancement courses.

2. When borne for fleet duties they are responsible to the senior officer for ensuring that
the training of officers and personnel necessary for operation of MCD weapons and equipment
is efficiently organized and conducted throughout the fleet or squadron.

1945–1960. Unallocated
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SECTION V - THE OPERATIONS OFFICER

1961. Operations Officer

1. The Operations Officer should normally be the most experienced Warfare Officer
borne, unless the CO has approved a more junior Officer to assume the mantle to broaden the
experience of all PWOs on board. In units that separate the functions of Operations Officer and
Senior Warfare Officer the latter should adopt the role and responsibilities as Head of
Department. 

1962. General Duties

1. The Operations Officer is responsible to the Commanding Officer for:

a. Providing advice on the operational aspects of tactics and fleet work, on the
operational use of weapon systems, emission and communications security policies,
and on enemy capabilities.

b. The efficient operation of those weapon systems or sub-systems for which he/she
is responsible as laid down in Ship’s Standing Orders.

c. The conduct and safety of practices.

2. The Operations Officer is responsible to the Executive Officer or to the Commanding
Officer for:

a. The co-ordination of all weapon system training and the efficiency and collective
training of the officers and ratings who man the Ship’s operational equipment, e.g.
action information organization, electronic warfare, sensor and weapon systems and
communications equipment.

b. The training and drill of the Warfare Department.

c. The application of safety rules during operations and exercises including
SHIPHAZ (but see 3001 on the responsibilities of the Officer of the Watch).

3. The Operations Officer is responsible for bringing to the notice of the Weapon
Engineer Officer any defects in the weapon systems which may be affecting their operational
performance.

4. The responsibilities of the Operations Officer may, subject to the Captain’s discretion,
be discharged through suitably qualified officers or ratings. Other PWOs borne will normally
have a considerable number of those responsibilities delegated to them (the division of duties
between the PWOs may be made on the basis of an Above Water (A)/Underwater (U) split or
some other division at the Captain’s discretion. The Warfare HOD  should retain the co-
ordinating role).
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1963. Operational Aspects

1. The Operations Officer is to keep himself/herself informed of developments in:

a. The operational capabilities of ships, aircraft, submarines, helicopters, weapons,
tactics, sensors and communications equipment.

b. The tactics likely to be employed by the enemy and the probable effectiveness of
those measures.

c. The tactical measures advised in the Royal Navy and in the navies of Allied
forces.

2. The Operations Officer is responsible to the Commanding Officer for the collection,
reporting and dissemination of intelligence information.

3. The Operations Officer is responsible to the Commanding Officer for assessing the
Ship’s fighting and operational effectiveness.

4. The Operations Officer is to:

a. Arrange briefings as required before operations, exercises and weapon practices.

b. Ensure the provision of the appropriate tactical publications and supporting
information for presentation to the Commanding Officer and use in the operations
room.

c. Ensure that there is an efficient organization for the co-ordination and control of
all electronic and sonic emissions within the operational policy in force and the
appropriate security regulations.

1964. The Safety of Explosives

1. The Operations Officer is responsible for the safe use of any weapon system that is
transferred to his/her control, for operational or practice requirements.

1965. Operations and Exercises

1. The Operations Officer is charged with:

a. Assisting the Executive Officer in preparing and promulgating the Ship’s
programme.

b. Planning and arranging exercises and practices, ship and aircraft movements,
visits, logistic and replenishment at sea requirements to meet the agreed ship’s
programme.

c. Preparation of movement, operations and exercise orders and signals as
required.
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d. Acting upon movement, operations and exercise signals received as appropriate.

e. Co-ordinating the preparation of reports and analyses of weapon practices,
exercises, operations and of key training carried out.

1966. Liaison with Weapon Engineering Department

1. The Operations Officer is to keep in close touch with the Weapon Engineer Officer so
as always to know the availability of the weapons, weapon systems and equipment. For those
systems for which he/she is responsible, he/she is to ensure that daily operator checks, routine
performance checks and other necessary tests are carried out, and that they are carried out
correctly. The Ship’s operating and training programmes are to be co-ordinated with the
requirements of the Weapon Engineer Officer for these tests and for routine maintenance and
repair.

2. See also 1081.

1967. Training

1. The Operations Officer is responsible for:

a. The training of personnel in the operation of the action information organization,
electronic warfare, sensor and weapon systems, and communications equipment,
except where this is the responsibility of the Weapon Engineer Officer in accordance
with 1017.

b. The training of junior officers in operations and warfare.

c. In conjunction with the Flight Commander, the training of aircrew in the ASW,
surface and naval gunfire support roles.

1968. Administration

1. In conjunction with the other officers concerned, the Operations Officer is responsible
to the Executive Officer for the establishment and effectiveness of the Watch and Station Bill.

2. The Operations Officer is responsible to the Executive Officer for ensuring that the
administration of Warfare Branch personnel and the associated documentation and
recommendations are properly conducted, compiled and rendered.

3. The Operations Officer is to draft appropriate orders for the operations section of the
Ship’s Orders.

4. The Operations Officer is to ensure that all Warfare departmental  books are
maintained in accordance with the instructions contained therein. These books are to be
produced for examination by the inspecting officer at the periodical inspection of the ship.
When a ship is paid off for a long refit, conversion or modernisation, and at the end of the Ship’s
service, the books are to be handled in accordance with current instructions.
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SECTION VI - THE HYDROGRAPHIC, METEOROLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC 
OFFICER (HM)

(MOD Sponsor: Capt HM)

1969. Purpose

1. The primary purpose of the HM Officer is to contribute to Information Superiority (IS)
by meeting the Command requirement for Geospatial information1, intelligence and analysis,
including tactical environmental exploitation and aviation forecasting advice. This is supported
by the provision of bathymetric and oceanographic survey information, reporting of actual and
forecast meteorological and oceanographic conditions, and the assessment of underwater
acoustic and above water electro-magnetic and electro-optic propagation, as well as additional
geospatial information to support the provision of Maritime Geospatial intelligence.

2. The senior officer appointed to a ship/establishment for HM duties is accountable to
the Commanding Officer for the hydrographic, meteorological and oceanographic organisation
of the unit.

1970. HM Expertise

1. There are currently three levels of HM expertise relevant to the performance of such
duties:

a. HM Officers who have successfully completed Basic and Tactical HM courses are
qualified to:

(1) Produce meteorological shipping and aviation forecasts for both fixed and
rotary wing operations worlwide on any platform or at any operating base.

(2) Provide sonar, radar, electro optic and electromagnetic performance
analysis for all UK Defence capabilities.

(3) Conduct any form of hydrographic survey under the direction of a Charge
Hydrographic Surveyor (H Charge). HM officers in posts without H Charge
supervision are able to conduct surveys and should be encouraged to do so. The
data gathered has the potential to be of value in the Command decision making
process but the Command should recognise the inexperience of junior HM
officers when basing operational decisions on non assured output.

(4) Conduct simple Geospatial Intelligence analysis, including Imagery Analysis
(IA), using Geospatial Information Systems (GIS).

b. HM Officers who have successfully completed Advanced HM training and are
eligible to undertake suitably tagged assignments.

1. As defined in JDP-2-00
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(1) On completion of the HM Advanced Survey Course, is qualified to plan,
execute, analyse and render the output from any form of hydrographic survey
(REA or military data gathering) into multi-sourced environmental data sets using
GIS techniques undertaken in any part of the world under supervision and
guidance of an H Charge Officer.

(2) On completion of the HM Advanced Meteorology Course, is able to
manipulate multi-sourced environmental data sets from REA using GIS
techniques and provide a full analysis of the environment for the REP, together
with the application of advanced level theory and the latest methods, they will be
able to provide a full analysis of the effects of conditions, current and future
operations to optimise the Command’s capability and to aid, IS and decision
making under the supervision and guidance of a Charge MetOc Officer wherever
possible.

c. HM officers who have successfully passed HM Charge Board are eligible to
undertake HM charge assignments in Capital Ships, Specialist or General Staffs, in the
Hydrographic Survey squadron, Typed Air stations and training establishments. They
are AMF and IHO accredited sub specialists and have the authority to supervise all
above activity, assure data and products to international standards and provide
authoritative SME advice to Command at all level.

1971. Task of the HM

1. The tasks of the HM will vary widely from one ship or unit to another and will depend
on trained skill level. Tasks may include but are not limited to:

a. The conduct and planning of geospatial intelligence collection or survey
operations to meet operational requirements. Survey operations may be in support of
amphibious warfare (beach surveys), mine warfare (area surveys, route assessment
surveys), ocean data gathering or other Military Data Gathering (MDG), requirements
as prioritised within the Defence Hydrographic programme. Surveys may also be
conducted as part of the National Hydrographic Programme.

b. Monitoring the quality of survey data at all stages of collection and processing,
paying close attention to the potentially significant effects of the environment on data
collection and the requirements of the HI.

c. The calibration of survey systems and precision navigation aids.

d. Liaising with Operations and/or Navigating Officers as necessary for:

(1) Ensuring all precision navigation aids are properly used, that related user
checks are carried out and that defects are promptly brought to the attention of
the officer responsible for equipment maintenance.

(2) Echo sounder calibration.

(3) The supervision in non Hydrographic Survey Vessels of Passage Data
Gathering and advise on the ship’s ocean route so that data is gathered in
sparsely populated areas.
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(4) The submission of Hydrographic Notes.

(5) Training and advice to provide basic harbour, anchorage and berth surveys.

e. Promulgation of adverse weather and oceanographic conditions.

f. Provision of actual and forecast surface wind speed and direction, visibility, cloud,
precipitation, icing, turbulence, and atmospheric pressure for ship, fixed wing and
rotary wing operations.

g. Provision of actual and forecast upper winds, temperatures and humidity for
aviation, gunnery, missile, nuclear, biological and chemical fallout, radio and radar
propagation and electronic warfare applications.

h. Provision of sea, swell and surf forecasts for naval and amphibious operations.

i. Provision of advice on the frequency and distribution of meteorological and
oceanographic observations.

j. Provision of advice on sonar range prediction for active and passive sensors,
detection, counter-detection, best depth for variable depth sonars and optimum
frequency for variable frequency systems.

k. Provision of advice on electro-magnetic and electro-optic propagation to include
the risks of counter-detection.

l. Provision of advice on how the physical environment may be tactically exploited
throughout the whole spectrum of Single service, Joint and Combined operations.

m. Provision of advice on Environmental Impact Assessment for sonar operations.

n. Formulate and manage the Recognised Environmental Picture (REP).

o. Ordering maritime geoinformation products through the Customer Community
system as required by the command.

p. Creation of bespoke Geospatial Intelligence products at request of Command.

q. Engagement with wider Geospatial agancies (JOMOC, DIFC, UKHO, DGC,
AIDU) on behalf of Command.

1972. In the Absence of an HM Officer

1. At sea, when no HM Officer is borne, meteorological duties are normally undertaken
by the Navigating Officer, whilst the wider aspects of the tactical exploitation of the environment
will normally be undertaken by the Principal Warfare Officer, in so far as their training and
experience permits. When a flight is embarked the Flight Commander or a delegated aircrew
officer is responsible for all aspects of aviation meteorology which affect helicopter operations.
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2. At RN ports it is customary for the responsibility for meteorological duties and liaison
with the local meteorological organisation to be undertaken by the Queen’s Harbourmaster.
Elsewhere, in the absence of a local organisation, requests for the provision of services should
be addressed to Fleet Commander in accordance with prevailing regulations.

3. HM and METOC ratings at Petty Officer and below are not permitted to autonomously
issue aviation forecasts. However, Chief Petty Officer and Warrant Officers who have
completed the requisite training and are AMF qualified can produce legal forecasts but cannot
undertake departmental charge responsibilities.

1973. Provision of  HM Information to Non-Service Authorities

1. HM officers are not to issue data or forecast information to non-Service persons or
authorities without prior permission from Joint Force Command (JFC-C4ISRJtUser-JGI MetOc
SO1). Advice may be provided to NATO and civilian units participating in naval exercises and
operations.  Emergency conditions or operational imperatives may demand otherwise in which
case DI ICSP should be informed as soon after the event as possible.

2. Products and services provided to the RN by the national Hydrographic and
Meteorological Office Agencies are not to be provided to non-service authorities without prior
approval being obtained from the Ministry of Defence (DI-ICSP). Emergency conditions or
operational imperatives may demand otherwise in which case DI ICSP should be informed as
soon after the event as possible.

1974. HM Guidance

1. Detailed Information and instructions for the HM Officer are contained in:

a. JDP 2-00: Understanding and Intelligence support to joint operations

b. NP145 (HM Operational Guidance (HMOG))

c. Hydrographic Instructions (HI)

d. The Beach Intelligence Gathering Manual

e. FOTI 0721 & NATO EXTAC 777 (Rapid Environmental Assessment)

f. AMF – Guidelines for the Education and training of Personnel in Meteorology and
Operational Hydrology

g. HM Officers’ Task Book2

h. Defence Meteorological Production Manual

i. M-5 – IHO Standards of Competence for Hydrographic Surveyors

2. The taskbook includes both ‘H’ and ‘M’ elements and is to be completed by all HM Officers during their first two 
appointments.
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j. 2010DIN07-099 Guidance to RN HM Officers and Ratings for meeting the World
Meteorological Organisation competencies as Aeronautical Meteorological
Personnel.

k. JSP 847 – The Defence Meteorological Services Manual

l. JSP 465 – Provision of Geospatial Support to UK Defence

m. JSP 323 – Supply of Geographic Products to UK Defence

n. BR 4985(5) Underwater Environment Handbook Vol 5–Managing the Impact of
RN Acoustic Operations on the Marine Environment

o. 2010DIN01-113 – Introduction of Charge METOC

p. RNTM 209/08 – Pre HM Command Training and Development -Hydrographic
Charge Qualification

2. In addition to these publications further instructions and advice will be promulgated as
necessary in professional papers and memoranda.
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